STARRING...

SIGNAL
THE CONFLICT RESOLVER

INTELLA
THE CREATIVE THINKER

SCOOTER
THE TEAM BUILDER

SENTIMO
THE CARETAKER
AND WHO'S THIS?

OH, THAT'S ME... BEFORE THE CHEMICAL LEAK CAUSED MY SHELL TO CRACK

OH - DID IT HURT?

IT ALL HAPPENED SO QUICKLY. IT DID HURT A BIT. BUT WHAT HURT EVEN MORE WAS THE WAY PEOPLE TREATED ME AFTERWARDS.
BE CAREFUL WITH CHEMICALS!

OH, HIBIMADOO, CLAUSA! HAVE A FLYER!

OH, THANKS!

DON’T LISTEN TO HER. LOOK HOW WEIRD SHE LOOKS NOW. COME ON...

THEY WOULDN’T LISTEN TO ME ANYMORE, JUST BECAUSE I WAS DIFFERENT. AND THAT REALLY HURT MY FEELINGS.
THAT WASN'T FAIR! WHY DIDN'T YOUR FRIEND STAND UP FOR YOU?

SHE WAS TOO AFRAID OF CLUSA TO SAY ANYTHING

SHE COULD HAVE GONE TO A TEACHER FOR HELP. EVERYONE SHOULDN'T HAVE SOMEONE TO PROTECT THEIR RIGHTS!

OH! I HAVE TO GO. I'M HELPING OUR TEACHER MS. FOSTER TO DIRECT THE TALENT SHOW TODAY. BYE INTELLA!

BYE MIRIAM!
YOU'RE NEXT - GOOD LUCK

I DON'T KNOW WHY YOU EVEN BOTHER. NO ONE WANTS TO HEAR YOU

Yeah, we're the best!

Well, once the audience has heard all the songs they will decide who is best

Yeah, good luck you'll need it!
THIS IS A SONG I WROTE... IT'S ABOUT...
WHAT HURT EVEN MORE WAS THE WAY PEOPLE TREATED ME
THAT'S A TERRIBLE THING TO DO TO HER!

OH, IT WAS JUST A JOKE

YEAH, WE DIDN'T HURT HER

BUT HOW WOULD YOU FEEL IF SOMEONE DID THAT TO YOU?

I GUESS I WOULD FEEL PRETTY BAD

WE ALL AGREED WE WOULD COMPETE FAIRLY, REMEMBER? SO YOUR BAND IS DISQUALIFIED. IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT, YOU CAN TALK TO MS. FOSTER!

Carlos

Sven

Ken

Lily

Carmen
SORRY FOR THE INTERRUPTION, BUT WE'RE READY TO HEAR THE SONG NOW.

EVERYONE HAS THE RIGHT TO BE HEARD AND WE ALL HAVE TO PROTECT THOSE RIGHTS!

THE END
CHECK OUT OTHER ZORB'S ADVENTURES AS THE FOUR FRIENDS CONTINUE HELPING CHILDREN AROUND THE WORLD

fun-corner.unodc.org

AND ACCESS MORE COMICS ON ALL THE UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS